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After releasing 2 singles over the past 2 months in the lead up to his Closet
Leftovers album release later this year, singer-songwriter Tender Glue is set to
release his third single Rudy on Friday 13th April.
Based in New York City, the alternative folk artist behind Tender Glue, Tom
Gluewicki, has been an active member of the independent artist community for
some years, setting up his own label ‘Don’t Label Me Records’ - a label with the
ethos of building an integrated and like-minded artist community. After being
drawn to music from a young age, but only teaching himself to play guitar in his
early twenties, Tender Glue’s song catalogue is a collection of poetic folk
inspired bursts of creativity.
His newest track Rudy was written around 6 years ago, inspired by a brief, nonintimate meeting with a girl, the melody and chords were already arranged with

the lyrics flowing naturally some time later. Featuring uplifting ambient lo-fi
sounds, the track was self-recorded in the closet of his studio apartment giving it
a charming character and intimacy.
Rudy is set to be released via Tom’s independent record label Don’t Label Me
Records on Friday 13th April, and will be available to stream and download via
all major digital platforms. The single is taken from his forthcoming album Closet
Leftovers, which is set for release later this year.
RUDY
Oh Rudy in your eyes
Oh Rudy in your heart
Oh Rudy in you mind
Stay always on my side
And if I go
Roll one for me
Cigarettes you used to smoke
Hope you will quit
And if I die
Bury me so deep under all our lies
Hope you will quit
Oh Rudy talk to me
With your fluent Japanese
Oh Rudy in your mind
Stay always on my side
And if I go
Roll one for me
Cigarettes you used to smoke
Hope you will quit
And if I die
Bury me so deep under all our lies
Hope you will quit
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